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Details of Visit:

Author: bonking biker
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 24 Aug 2014 16:00
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

My first visit to GFE Sheffield, but as per other reports, it's a very nice establishment. It's clean, well
organised, polite maid & smart reception & the room we used.

The Lady:

Much used word, but I can't think of anything better - WOW! Stunning figure, as per their website
but also a really pretty face & sexy Geordie accent. Sexiest Newcastle export by far, way better
than that Cole girl!

The Story:

For an 'infrequent' flyer as I am, the odd occasions when I get a chance to visit an establishment it's
got to be right. My visit didn't actually get off to a great start though but only because of
circumstances. The appointment started 1/2 hour late. Cherry had popped out for food for her & the
other girls but had encountered car trouble which meant things were delayed a little. No great
problem for me as it meant I had to sit in the reception a little longer, with her co-workers flitting
about, occasionally with clothes on! When we finally got started Cherry was a little flustered after
her escapade but dealt with it like a trooper. No need for details, but she is absolutely stunning, so I
couldn't help but have a thoroughly enjoyable time, allied to her lovely attitude & nature (though I
get the feeling she could really put a man in his place, if that's what's wanted) it just made the whole
experience fantastic. Just trying to think of another reason to spend a weekend away again, funnily
enough in Sheffield again!! Thank you for a lovely time Cherry x
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